T e c h n i c a l T e c h n i c a l
For instance with a quadratic confinement we get
In the limit where the dynamicalq uark masss is much smaller than the average momentum of the meson, the spin-dependent potentials conspire to remove all explicit dependence in L or S, the equations only depend on J.
Here we show the equations for the cases where j=l+-1 and j=l T e c h n i c a l
Linear Regge Trajectories in the ultrarelativisic limit
The resulting meson spectrum is solved, and the excited chiral restoration is recovered, for all mesons with J > 0. Applying the ultrarelativistic simplification to a linear equal-time potential, linear Regge trajectories are obtained, for both angular and radial excitations. The spectrum is also compared with the semiclassical Bohr-Sommerfeld quantization relation. However the excited angular and radial spectra do not coincide exactly.
T e c h n i c a l
In the ultrarelativistic limit, the equal-time Bethe-Salpeter boundstate equations can be simplified to a schrodinger-like equation, now for a linear confining potential where the momentum in the radial equation depends on the angular momentum,
In this limit it is easier to get the spectrum of mesons, and to study the Regge trajectories.
Search for a principal quantum number with classical orbits
We then search, with the classical Bertrand theorem, for central potentials producing always classical closed orbits with the ultrarelativistic kinetic energy. We find that no such potential exists, and this implies that no exact larger degeneracy can be obtained in our equal-time framework, with a single principal quantum number comparable to the non-relativistic Coulomb or harmonic oscillator potentials. Nevertheless we find plausible that the large experimental approximate degeneracy will be modelled in the future by quark models beyond the present state of the art.
We find that classical closed orbits imply that β β β β is an integer, Defining, the energy E and angular momentum L conservation imply, However with 2 mechanical constants E and L this cannot be always the case T e c h n i c a l • chiral symmetry restoration for excited mesons ☺ ☺ ☺ ☺
• linear trajectories in the ultrarelativistic limit for a linear potential ☺ ☺ ☺ ☺
• but no principal quantum number, no large degeneracy
This remains an open and interesting problem! Next step: extend the quark model to recover the principal quantum number, either with strings or with retardation
